We have reported our detections of triple star systems from the data obtained in 1987 and 1988 (Isobe et al. 1992b . In two years, 104 spectroscopic binary stars were observed. 21 out of these 104 stars showed clear fringe structures and should also be called visual binary stars detected by the speckle technique. 13 stars out of these 21 have observed parallax values, yielding estimated linear separations from 4 to 40 AU (astronomical unit). Since these stars are also spectroscopic binary stars, a sin i (a: semimajor axis, i: orbital inclination) values of the stars are obtained and are in the range 0.01 to 1 AU. This result suggests that these are triple stars with a typical configuration; that is, a star is orbiting at a distance of about 10 AU from the central binary pair with a linear separaton of 0.01 AU.
21 out of 57 spectroscopic binary stars observed in 1987 are catalogued as visual binary stars with known parallax (Hirshfeld & Sinnott 1985) . The numbers of stars in each range of logarithmic distance are plotted in Figure 1 . One can easily see that the peak in the distribution is shifted to large log a value (from 3 to 4). This result is consistent with other statistical studies (for example, Heintz 1978) which claim that the third star of each triple system was captured after star formation in a star cluster. If we add the stars detected by our speckle observations, we have another peak in the distribution. It is very difficult to explain this kind of triple star with short separation (about 10 AU) by that capture mechanism. We can reasonably conclude that the third stars of our triple star systems with small separation (about 10 AU) were formed during the same formation period as the close binaries. Table 2 gives new results obtained from the observations in 1991. 13 stars out of 160 observed spectroscopic binary stars show clear fringe structures with angular separations from 0"06 to 1"13. Unfortunately, only 5 stars have reasonably accurate parallax values, which give linear separations of binary stars detected by speckle technique. It is reasonable to say that the other 8 stars have parallax values smaller than those for the 5 stars; their linear separations are then of the same order or larger than those for the 5 stars, a sin i values were obtained from spectroscopic observations for all of the 13 stars except HD 196524. Adding these 12 triple star systems from our observations in 1991 gives in total about 40 triple star systems.
Considering our observational limit of angular separation and the small angular separations of our type of triple star systems due to their large distances from the sun, we can conclude that a large fraction of spectroscopic binary stars are in triple systems (or multi-star systems).
Most theoretical calculations (for example, Shu et al. 1987 ) presently available for star formation processes claim formation of protostellar cores or disks of order several hundred AU, whereas our result claims that a large fraction of triple star systems are formed in a range smaller than several ten AU. Although the number of triple star systems obtained by our speckle observations is not large, our results will give some constraint to the presently developed star formation theory.
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